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THE RESSISTANCE OF THE ROMANIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH  

AGAINST THE PRESSURES OF CHANGING THE CHURCH CALENDAR 

(Father Dan Bădulescu) 

Ro version: http://www.hexaimeron.ro/Calendar/Rezistenta.html 

 

In the past all the Eastern Orthodox Church was under pressure proselytizing of the calendar change, 

and so it was normal that this situation to affect one of the local churches, i.e. The Romanian Church. 

In this case the pressure was not exerted directly in the case of uniatism in 1700 because there was 

applied the Jesuit system of tolerating Byzantine cult, and therefore the ritual and liturgical calendar. 

Instead, the pressure began to be exercised by the political factor: the state. We know from history 

that, in the matter of calendar, the state management has a very strong word to say, and often 

involves even decisive. In the 19th century in the Balkans and Eastern Europe occurred a number of 

social and cultural changes that had strong spiritual and religious implications. 

For the purposes of the foregoing, in the same time with the union of the Romanian countries and the 

arrival of Al. Ioan Cuza, were made a series of state and church reforms that we will not discuss in 

detail in this article. What concerns us when it was the idea of calendar change, which then differed in 

the data, after the Western dating that had fixed an offset rate of 128 years, so with 12 days different 

from the Julian (dating) of the Eastern States and Churches. 

Bear in mind that the calendar problem is both political problem and ecclesiastical. Between the fourth 

and nineteenth centuries, the Church and State and the people (nation), although distinct, were an 

inseparable organic unity, of course with the same calendar. Now, it is a tendency that this things take 

a turn, let’s say "Nestorian": the break of these three entities. The State emerges first - gradually – 

from the Church. The government - now principality - with pro-Western orientation, it was natural that 

in the calendar matter to campaign for the introduction of the Gregorian calendar at the time 

established in the West both politically and religiously: "The Patriarchate of Constantinople look for an 

opportunity to avenge for secularism, for the Prince's plan to give the country a western calendar, 

which he was dismissed in a conference of the Romanian clergy." (N. Iorga The History of The 

Romanian Church) 

 

http://www.hexaimeron.ro/Calendar/Rezistenta.html
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"So in early 1864, the government wanted to introduce the Gregorian calendar in the country. To this 

end, it was convened in Bucharest a so-called "Church Council" consisting of several bishops and 

abbots, to rule on this issue. The negative response of the Council, as public opinion in the country, 

which saw in the calendar changing a first step towards Catholicism, led the government to abandon 

the idea of introducing the Gregorian calendar." (Rev. Mircea Păcurariu The History of The Romanian 

Orthodox Church) 

 

We hope that these sources cited shows without any possibility of doubt what was the attitude of the 

Romanian Orthodox clergy and people in the calendar matter: organic and determined rejection. But 

the enemies surrendered not so easy, especially since their mundane positions at the political, 

cultural, economic and military level reinforced visibly. 

Related to our subject itself - the church calendar - we shall see that the Chernovtsy University Centre 

will have a strong word, if not decisive - in the twentieth century to come. On the occasion of 25 

anniversary of the Theological Faculty of the University IR Francisco Josephine from Chernovtsy, 

1900, Prof. Constantin Popovici printed "The Seventh Chapter of letter P in Matthew Blastaris: 

Alphabetical Collection of Canons, Ch. VII, “Concerning Holy Pascha,” or "the science of Paschal 

calculation.'" It is a work of an impressive erudition, as we did not met today, and we give quotes from 

it. The author is influenced by Orthodoxy, Greek Catholicism, Catholicism, and over them, the secular 

astronomical science, to which he adheres without reservation. Therefore, we have allowed ourselves 

to improve some astronomical places in the patristic traditional meaning – i.e. the geocentric and 

geostatic conception. His approach on the calendar reform - we are in 1900 - is still quite moderate or 

even not explicit, so that the paper can not be considered as an active propaganda for reform. 

Thus continued the political pressures to change the calendar, now in the country being a leader of the 

Catholic religion, thus increasing Catholic influence. The above is continuous in the beginning of the 

next century – 20th: 

"At another request from the Romanian civil authorities, at the beginning of this century and 

throughout the reign of King Carol I, in a meeting of the Senate, two bishops have said the word. It is 

the Metropolitan of Moldova Iosif Naniescu (1875-1902) and the chief Metropolitan Iosif Gheorghian 

(1886-1893, 1896-1909). The Senate meeting that discussed the calendar reformation took place on 

February 19, 1900. The Metropolitan Iosif Naniescu categorically opposed to the calendar change on 

the ground: the calendar was "settled once for all". The Moldovan bishop saw the calendar problem 

not so much a scientific issue but of a moral and religious order (according to the source "Church 
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Chronicle", in the magazine "The Romanian Orthodox Church", year XXIII, no. 12/march, 1900, 

p.1155)... At the same meeting, Metropolitan Iosif Gheorghian said that the change requested by Pope 

Gregory "would produce disruption and we should find ourselves outside both not the Western and the 

Eastern Church, and we should remain isolated.'" (Cf. Deacon I. Ivan) 

 

In 1902 the Ecumenical Patriarchate Orthodox sent an encyclical to the sister churches that asked 

their opinion and consensus of several problems, including possible changes to the calendar: 

"No less worthy, in our opinion, is the issue of a common calendar, about which it is spoken and 

written already some time ago, especially the methods proposed to reform the Julian calendar which 

was used in the Orthodox Church hundreds of years, or the receiving of the Gregorian: the first is 

scientifically inaccurate, and the second more exact, also considering the changing of our church 

Pascha after a needful agreement. In the studies of this problem, we see that the orthodox opinion 

that dealt specifically with this are divided. Some of them consider our ancestral heritage to be the 

only appropriate in the Church, being taken from the Fathers and always with Church authority: not 

only because they consider that the need for change is too small, but they even reject it, because of 

the motives we have shown. Others, champions of the western calendar and of its introduction by us, 

suggest the greatest chronometric precision possible, or even the new use of uniformity; they 

advocate the intelligent practice of the western church, waiting from her perhaps, in their opinion, 

some spiritual increases. Thus, in our time, the discussions have intensified, and all sorts of 

statements and proposals came from both sides, both of scientific and religious kind, in those 

Orthodox countries where there is a certain inclination to change our Orthodox calendar or some 

reform of it; and since this problem (with all its scientific aspect of course) has a religious significance, 

it seems right to change information relevant to other Orthodox Churches to come here in a Catholic 

understanding between them, and to be expressed one opinion and decision of the whole Orthodox 

Church. Because only to her alone belongs the judgment of this problem and the search (if necessary) 

of a way to unite (as far as possible) the hope of a scientific accuracy with the desired storage of the 

revered religious decisions." 

 

Our Synodals continue, to their credit, the resistance, backed fully by the Orthodox believing flock. 

They gave to the Ecumenical Patriarchate the following reply: 

""...that into what we are, in those we remain with perseverance. Because, of one hand, if we change 

the calendar, we resist the canonical decisions and will give opportunity of distress to some people 

(ordinary believers). And on the other hand, we are not allowed to touch even with a finger the ancient 

decisions, i.e. to overthrow them, which have great glory in our Church." (published in Patriarchal 

Magazine "The Restoration of Constantinople" - 1903) 

 

Quite similar had the Russian Church expressed: ... "this change, which disturbs the order of ancient 

times that was sanctified and ordained by the Church all this long time and will surely harm the life of 

the Church." 

and Jerusalem: "Any decision to change the calendar for the Gregorian calendar will be detrimental to 

Orthodoxy." 

Following these positions, the Ecumenical Patriarch Joachim had to draw conclusion on May 12, 

1904: "for calendar reform in the Eastern Church, Orthodox, there is no solid reason, both religious 

and scientific." 

As for which there was no reform... 
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A local council held in Moscow (1917-1918) gave the following judgment: "to keep and preserve the 

old style (calendar) both for calculation of the church timetable and for the liturgical practice." 

 

The "Pan-Orthodox" Congress of Constantinople 1923. 

The Introducing of the new calendar 

 

 
 

 

After the death of the Ecumenical Patriarch Joachim III, came to the throne Meletius IV Metaxakis. In 

1923 he called a "Pan-Orthodox Congress", attended by 9 participants following: 

 

Constantinople: Meletius Metaxakis, Patriarch and president, Metropolitan Callikos of Kizic; 

                           layman V. Antoniadis, a Professor at the Halki Theological Institute; 

Cyprus: Metropolitan Basil of Nicaea; 

Serbia: Metropolitan Gabriel of Montenegro, Milutin Milankovitch, professor of 

                           mathematics and mechanics; 

Greece: Metropolitan James; 

Romania: Archimandrite Jules Scriban; 

Russian Church Abroad: Archbishop Anastassy of Kishinev and Hotinsk 

                                                  without a mandate from the Synod at that time in Constantinople. 

                                                           

The Patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch and Jerusalem refused to take part. The Archbishop of Sinai 

and the Bulgarian Church were excluded. 

In 1924, the successor of Patriarch Meletius, Patriarch Gregory IV, who was surrounded by followers 

and supporters of Meletius, followed the decision of his predecessor, introducing in 1924 in the 

Constantinople Patriarchate the new style for holidays with a fixed date, leaving temporarily until to 

convene an Ecumenical Council, the Pascha and Christmas celebrations related to it according to the 

old style. He published in the official publication of the Greek Church "Εκκλεσια", on behalf of his 
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Synod his statement about the transition of the Patriarchate of Constantinople to the new style starting 

from March 1, 1924." (Deacon Ioan Munteanu, What is the church calendar) 

 

The Romanian Trying to reform and it’s rejection 

 

At this point in our church have come attempts to develop a calendar to be superior both to the Julian 

and the Gregorian Western calendar. Prof. Dr. C. Chiricescu receives from the Holy Synod of the ROC 

address no. 258/2 jul. 1924 - the task to translate the old Julian calendar Paschalion recently 

corrected without changing the canon of the Holy Ecumenical Synod (325). 

In response to this he worked out a study called The Eastern Orthodox Christian Church Paschalion 

according to the rectified calendar (Bucharest, December 22, 1924), on which we will explain what 

were the efforts to solve the problem required. To restate the problem: Prof. Chiricescu is faced with a 

very thankless task, such as the circle quadrature or the perpetuum mobile. He had to settle and 

harmonize disparate and incompatible elements, a task that has no one assumed in the Orthodoxy, at 

least after the failures of the 14th century described above. The main point of departure is exactly the 

same as in 1582: the restoration of the vernal equinox in its place, i.e. on 21 March, as decided at 

Nicaea. Insisting on this untrue ground, he continued the delay resolution, which stated that in the 20th  

century came to the famous 13 days. 13 days, but from what? 

 

There are known the differences between the solar and sidereal year, the precession of the equinoxes 

and the moon proemptozis monthly as they were observed and calculated by the Fathers so that we 

do not take them again. In fact, the 13 days refers to the distance created between the old (Julian) and 

new (Gregorian) calendar. In the Gregorian one the centennial years which are not divided just by 400 

are not leap years, and then it follows that: 

If in 1582 the difference Gregorian - Julian was established (by the Gregorians) at 10 days, 

         In 1700 the difference increased to 11 days (Julian year is leap!) 

         In 1800 the difference increased to 12 days (Julian year is leap!) 

         In 1900 the difference increased to 13 days (Julian year is leap!) 

 

Again, as a consequence of this Gregorian mathematical trick, 400 "Julian" years will be: 146 100 

days and 400 "Gregorian" years will be 146,097 days. So once at 400 years the difference between 

the two calendars is 3 days. This is actually the 13 days difference: the gap between the two 

calendars increases visible. 

 

Giving "scientific" credit to the greater precision of the Gregorian calendar, our professor tries to solve 

this difficult and ungrateful task in two ways: 

 

          1) By adding 13 days, suppressed in the calendar, to the dates of the Fathers’ paschalion; 

          2) By adapting and introducing the Paschalion in the frame of the rectified Julian calendar. 

 

1) Following the Synodal decision that followed the Congress of Constantinople in 1923, the 13 days 

removed were 1 (Tuesday) - 13 (Sunday) in October 1924. Thus, the old October 14 that had to be 

Monday became in the "rectified Julian calendar" Tuesday. So the monthly situation is changing too. 

And then all the data of the Fathers’ paschalion fall on Monday, not on Sunday! Here's a first 

troublesome consequence of the hasty decision. And then 13 days should be added, i.e.: April 4 

instead of March 22, a.s.o. (which have to fall on the same day!). But such rule changes Nicaea’s: 
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Pasha from March 22 to April 25! In its place the interval will be between: April 4 to May 8, which, 

according to Professor Chiricescu is a large canonical and liturgical deviation. The immediate 

consequence of this fact is reflected in the damaging of the Holy Apostles Lent: in the year when 

Pascha falls on May 8th this Fast disappears. Ex: 1929 Pascha on April 22 / May 5 - Apostles fast 

disappears. Sometimes it falls below eight days if Pascha falls between April 26-May 2: so fasting 7-1 

days. When Pascha falls between May 3 to 8: the Apostles fast is cancelled. If it would be decided a 6 

- 1 day fast this would be contrary to forbidden fast in the first week after Pentecost. 

 

We see here a new impossible trouble for our calendar expert. He believes that the interval between 

March 22 to April 25 was set at Nicaea and has an equal canonical and liturgical weight with the rest 

of the 4 paschal decisions. This view was shared otherwise, as stated earlier, by the most 

contemporaries on which behalf speaks D. Donici, approved by the Holy Synod of the Romanian 

Orthodox Church: "On the other hand, that Pascha should never fall on 22 March, it is manifest 

heresy, because this date is set, - as the lower limit of Pascha by the very Holy Calendar from Nicaea, 

and the decisions of that Synod were taken as a ground by themselves, when they changed the Julian 

calendar." 

Note that this interval came as a consequence of the four paschal decisions and the fact that at that 

period the astronomical spring equinox occurred on or around March 21. It is rather ascribed to St. 

Cyril of Alexandria. However, it remains true that the Holy Tradition of the Orthodox Church has kept 

this interval. It is rightly observed that those data are in close contact with the Apostles fast too. 

Accordingly, this interval argument of had a considerable weight. 

 

Another statement on what insists Professor Chiricescu is invoked by Gregorians too: The Synod of 

Nicaea would have established in a decision that the date of the vernal equinox has to be March 21. 

This statement is very important, because upon it stands or falls the calendar reform itself. We shall 

not reiterate the arguments of its refutation, because its falsity was observed at the Gregorian reform. 

In essence: if at the time of The Synod of Nicaea the equinox happened to fall on March 21, this did 

not mean at all that the Fathers have ever given a canonical or dogmatic decision of an eternal fixation 

of this date, knowing very well the phenomenon of precession of the equinoxes. They did not 

dogmatized the fixing date of March 21, but the Gregorian heretics in the 16th century. Another proof of 

this: already, according to the ptolemeico / patristic rate of 300 years, in the 7th century the equinox fell 

on March 20, in the 10th on March 19, a.s.o. Who can believe that the Church should have allowed 

that for approx. 1300 years (623-1923) to boldly occur by all local churches with all their saints of that 

time such a gross a violation of the First Ecumenical Synod decision? Again, the orthodox are 

offending and heretics observe it? And if we were to receive the Catholic astronomers rate of 128 

years, then things would have been worse for the Fathers of course, their equinoctial deviation being 

even greater. 

 

Speaking of the two ratios mentioned: we remember that the Synod of Constantinople in 1582 did not 

receive the rate of 128 Gregorian years, but kept it on the Ptolemaic / patristic 300 years. How did 

come this rate? We are told that from the progress of the astronomical instruments compared with the 

ancients’. In 1582 the astronomer Ignazio Dante established with a gnomon that the equinox fell on 

March 11. For those who do not know what a gnomon is, we specify that it is not at all some sort of 

telescope, as we are accustomed to think of astronomical observatories, but a simple mechanic 

medieval instrument, that was known and applied for many centuries before those astronomers who... 

saw the rate of 1/300 and therefore calculated the tropical year to be 365 d 55 m 12 s. 
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                                                                            Gnomon 

 

How could those Italians reach such different conclusions using the same observation and 

measurement devices? A possible explanation is found at this time: "(Julius) Caesar took this length of 

the year as the basis for his reform and had the idea to introduce a simple quadrennial equation 

leaving after 3 Egyptian years of 365 days to pursue a fourth of 366 days. So it was formed a cycle of 

1461 days, which compared to the course of the sun is longer only by a difference of about ¾ hour; 

and ¾ hour, sums in 128 years to one day." If we accept the information provided by Prof. Popovici, 

we see a more rounded and rough approximation than Ptolemy's finesse of later. Let alone how, here 

is that on this rate stands or falls the Gregorian reform and, as we saw in 1582, the synodals rejected 

it outright. But, from a small beginning negligently, or who knows what reason, maybe impressed by 

the scientific and technical progress of the West, the Orthodox gradually began to accept as a 

possibility first, the rate of 128-129 days proposed the Gregorians. This happened first in Tomos 

agapis, and then in The Rudder, without ruling decided in favor of one or the other. The Fathers of that 

time considered this difference insignificant in terms of spiritual, since anyway it was catholically 

agreed that the old traditional paschalion is to remain unchanged forever, despite the errors already 

reported by the 14th century paschaleongraphers. 

 

But the opponents of the orthodox paschaleon drew profit from this indulgence, and imposed 

gradually, like the heliocentristic astronomy, the rate of 128 days, with the tropical year of 365 d 5h 48 

m 48 s. Here are some examples: 

 

Let us explain here what is the big difference between them. 1/300 in one day is 4 m 48 s and 1/128 is 

11 m 12 s. Hence different lengths of the tropical year. In the second case, 400 tropical years would 

be 146 096 d 21 h 20 m, and in the first case: 146 098 d 16 h. 
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Now comes something very interesting: the Gregorian year was meant to be as same as the tropical 

as possible, while it is still slightly longer. For this the difference between those 400 tropical years 

lasting 146 097 and the 400 Gregorian years is: 146 097 - 146 096 d 21 h  20 m => 3 h 40 m, i.e. 1/9 

day, which in 3600 years (400 x 9) reaches a full day. 

 

But look what happens with the 400 tropical years of 146 098 d 16 h: the Gregorian years are... longer 

by 1 d 8 h, i.e. we have a phenomenon contrary to precession of the equinoxes, the solar year is 

slightly longer than tropical, already so absurd for them! This is why the precession rate of 128 years, 

or at least 134 years is vital to the whole Gregorian system which stands or falls with it. Not only the 

Gregorians, but also the Orthodox reformists, including Chiricescu, are equally dependent on this rate, 

which is accepted without discussion, as a kind of dogma, as it is accepted that the earth revolves 

around the sun. 

  

Returning to our professor, the above arguments leads him to cancel the first way, i.e. the addition of 

13 days, suppressed in the calendar, to the dates of the Fathers’ paschalion. He remembers another 

project failed in this respect, that of Eng. Panait Donici, which, among other violations would have led 

till ex. To the situation when The Pascha 1935 – 24 March (after him) would have fallen 25 days 

before the paschal full moon and the Hebrew Passover and 28 days before the catholic and protestant 

Pascha. The professor does not accept the proposal of the Congress of Constantinople in 1923, which 

directed the correction of the Julian calendar by suppressing 13 days and has proposed a different 

basis for calculating the secular leap years. "But by these means it (the Congress) canceled the 

Eastern Orthodox Christian Church paschalion, without replacing it with an equally orthodox. 

Furthermore, it mentioned only the celebration of paschal Sunday; how about the obligation not to 

celebrate Pascha on the same day with the Jews, and even before them, it was placed under the 

deepest silence. 

Also, there were objections from the main Orthodox Churches. The result has been the maintaining of 

the old paschalion." 

 

Now when we approach the professor Chiricescu sinks in the meadows of the reformist decision: The 

Pascha year - 1926 - that had to fall for the new style churches (i.e., Constantinople, Greece, Cyprus 

and Romania...) on April 19 + 13 days = May 2, which according to the above considerations is a 

serious mistake. 

Prof. Chiricescu propose another method: 

 

"1) to keep the vernal equinox on 21 March according to the decision of Nicaea (sic) in the “reformed” 

calendar in which the October 1 1924 = October 14; 

2) to celebrate Pascha between March 22 – April 25, as it was established at Nicaea; 

3) according to the canons and liturgy of the Church; 

4) The paschal Sunday which will coincide with the Hebrew Passover is postponed to a date not later 

than April 25! 

 

Regarding the difference to the Gregorian calendar, it is noted that in the revised Julian calendar will 

occur more coincidences with the Western Pascha. Due to the recent review of the Julian calendar, 

the Orthodox Christian Pascha coincidence with Roman Catholics and Protestants will be more 

frequent, because the restoration of the vernal equinox on March 21, according to the decision of 

Nicaea and the suppression of moon proemptozis." 
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Following the Gregorian reform it was possible for Roman Catholics and Protestants to celebrate the 

Pascha in the same time with the Jews: 

in 1825 - April 3; in 1903 - April 12; in 1923 - April 1; in 1927 - April 17; in 1930 - 13 April, a.s.o. 

That is really a flagrant violation and most serious, the synodals could not accept it easily. And then, to 

calm down these scruples too, were raised, this time, arguments of Gregorian origin, first by Professor 

Popovici in 1900, and then by Chiricescu. Thus they draw our attention that in the 4th century after 

325, the rabbis Samuel, Adda and Hillel II corrected the Hebrew calendar, so that from that moment 

on the full moon falls on Nisan 15, so the provision of Nicaea would not be valid any longer. Since 

1925, 15 Nisan falls between March 27 to April 25. (Ex. 1929 15 Nisan = Thursday, April 25. 1967: 

Tuesday, April 25.) Full Moon falls on 15 Nisan. 

 

Again, the argument that shatters like cobwebs: Does this change was not known to all Holy orthodox 

paschaleongraphers Fathers mentioned? Namely the Saints: Cyril of Alexandria, Dionysius Exiguus, 

Maximus the Confessor, Andrew of Crete, John Damascene, and finally Matthew Blastaris, the 

synodals in 1583, etc.? Yes, yes, of course yes! And yet they dared not and never give any decision of 

such an exemption to the 4th paschal decision! Again, it was claimed that in the first centuries after the 

Synod of Nicaea took place several coincidences of the Christian Pascha with the Jewish Passover: 

between 360 and 500 would have been 13 coincidences (cf. prof. A. Coculescu). We are not at all 

convinced by this statement, which again puts into question, and even the penalty of Can. 1 Antioch, 

the entire Orthodox Church, led by the Church of Alexandria, who would be guilty of serious canonical, 

liturgical, and even, indirectly, dogmatic misconduct. So we believe that coincidences are due to 

contemporary interpretations and calculations, but could not take place in the old times. Here the 

reformists fell into the same deviations as gregorians: adding a decision to the 4 (astronomical vernal 

equinox on March 21) and the practical elimination of the one related to Jewish Passover. 

 

The Ecumenical Patriarchate and the Church of Greece had suppressed in 1924 13 days, March 10 = 

23 March, but April 14 (Pascha) fell in one Monday and then they kept the Pascha according to the old 

paschalion with the addition of 13 days on April 27, exceeding the limit of 25 April in violation of the 

canonical and liturgical regulations up to then of the Eastern Orthodox Church. 

 

Chiricescu consistently supports his opinion: "We must respect the law of the Fathers provided not to 

exceed April 25." 

In 1925 the first day of the Hebrew Passover (15 Nisan) fell on Thursday, April 9. The Catholics and 

the Protestants had Easter on April 12 and we on April 19. 

In conclusion Professor Chiricescu determined as possible two solutions: 

1. The strict observance of the paschal law of Nicaea, which fits with mathematical and  

astronomical sciences. 

2. To not take account of this law - the law of our house - just to avoid the coincidences that 

the Hebrew calendar reform made them superfluous. 

 

At the same time, Chiricescu issues to the wider public of clergy and faithful who were seized with 

confusion and harm an explanatory booklet entitled "Our calendar is not changed, but corrected", 

which defends the charging that through this reform was a kind of crypto-union with the papists: 

"We will celebrate the holidays and we will keep the fasts at the time shown by our old calendar, and 

not the new, i.e. changed, because we do not want to leave our Christian law, which we have from the 
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old men, fathers and grand-grand fathers, and to match those who want us to pass to the Catholic or 

the papist law... 

"But our Holy Church has no connection with the Catholic Church or, rather, with the papists, because 

so are called those who belong to the pope from Rome’s church, who, from 1054, broke completely 

from the true Church of Christ, departing from it and grasping the other way." 

 

And here is the "original" solution given by team Chiricescu: 

1. The "corrected" Julian calendar in the Romanian version put the equinox on March 21 by  

cutting the 13 days; 

2. unlike the Gregorian calendar that has the secular years divisible by 400 as leap years, our  

reform has the following algorithm: we divide the secular year to 9 and only if the result has 2 

or 6 as rest is a leap year; any other result would be the year has 365 days. This would lead to 

differences from the Gregorian calendar in the years 2900, 3300, 3800, etc. 

It is also showed that reformed calendar avoids the deviation of the Gregorian to celebrate the Pascha 

in the same time or before the Jewish Passover, according to the table: 

 

Year 15 nisan or the first 

day of the Jewish 

Passover 

The paschal Sunday on 

the gregorian calendar 

The paschal 

Sunday on the 

actual calendar 

1926 Tuesday, March 30  4 April 4 April 

1927 Sunday 17 April 17 April 24 April 

1928 Thursday 5 April 8 April 8 April 

1929 Thursday  25 April 31 March 31 March 

1930 Sunday 13 April 20 April 20 April 

1931 Thursday 2 April 5 April 5 April 

1932 Thursday 21April 27 March 24 April 

1933 Tuesday 11 April 16 April 16 April 

1934 Saturday 31 March 1 April 1 April 

1935 Thursday 18 April 21 April 21 April 

 

Watch closely the position of the years 1926 and 1929! There have been great turmoil and 

temptations in the country on the Pascha celebration date. 

 

Then followed examples of various Orthodox and Catholic holidays and fasts to convince everyone 

that we have not joined with Catholics, but only rendered the Orthodox Church calendar in its proper 

time, according to the Fathers of Nicaea and the celestial reality, reconciling more than anyone else 

(after the claims of some contemporary enthusiasts) the faith with the science! 

 

The temptations for us Romanians started already in 1926 when Pascha fell on April 19 in the Julian 

calendar which gave the new style on May 2. Here's already a first time that exceeded the interval 22 

March to 25 April. As shown above by Professor Chiricescu, instead of May 2, as the paschal date 

was chosen April 4. In this time occurred the following cleavage: ROC broke in celebration to the rest 
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of the Orthodox churches. The disaster did not stop but continued in 1929, when occurred a similar 

situation again. This time our church has been shaken more seriously, and the scandal has involved 

much broader layers. In this problem were involved also the intellectual elite of the time, such as Nae 

Ionescu and Mircea Vulcanescu that gave us exceptional pages of Orthodox documentation and 

attitude. 

  

The results of these efforts were seen the following year, 1930, when the Romanian Orthodox Church 

returned to keeping of the orthodox paschalion, and by this to the liturgical communion with all 

Orthodox sister Churches. And here we see once again and admire the merit of those who strongly 

and courageously supported the just cause of the liturgical calendar. 

 

The '30s saw the constant pressure to change the church calendar, coming now from the League of 

Nations. In this connection, we should mention an important point, which of course is almost unknown 

among the clergy and faithful. It was recorded in the church magazine "Candela", no. 1-4, 1931 in 

Chernivtsi. What were the details of this important moment? 

 

Rev. Professor Basil Gheorghiu, a disciple of Professor Popovici, professor at Chernivtsi theology 

institute received from the Holy Synod of the Romanian the task to examine the issue of establishing a 

fixed paschal data, issue raised by the brochure of the League of Nations “The 4th General 

Conference of communications and transit documents preparatory, Volume I: The calendar reform." 

There is proposed a rectification of the Gregorian calendar, and a setting of a fixed date of Pascha, for 

example on the second Sunday in April. 

 

Interestingly, the composition of the advisory and technical preparatory Commission for 

Communication and Transit, established by the Council of the League: 

Grand Rabbi Israel Levi, Chairman of the Israelite calendar reform item. 

Dr. Hertz, chief rabbi of the Israelite community in The United British Empire, London. 

Reverend Dr. M. Hyamson, the president of the league for preserving the fixity of Saturday. 

Dr. Pinchas Kohn, delegate from the "Agudas Iisroel". 

Dr. F. Lewenstein, great Rabbi, Zurich. 

Professor Adolf Keller, general secretary of the ecumenical council of practical Christianity. 

M.A.S. Maxwell, MLH Christian and Dr. J. Nussbaum, appointed by the General Conference of 

Seventh-day Adventists. 

M-lle Achelis, President of World Association for calendar. 

M. Brougthon Richmond, secretary of the Association for International calendar. 

M. Moses B. Cotsworth, director of the international league of the fixed calendar. 

 

There it is, who dared to decide on a date fixed Christian Pascha! Their criteria were not even in words 

churchly, but only geo-political and economic. 

 

Faced with this challenge The Romanian Holy Synod called for the expertise of Prof. Gheorghiu. As 

noted, he was one of the leading craftsmen of the so-called "Romanian calendar", a fiasco that was 

canceled by the Grace of God, in 1930. Set, as shown, in front of a fairly heavy and the pressed by the 

globalizing political and economic forces that we are now experiencing the full, the Father gave a 

trenchant testimony that hung, as we see, quite seriously in what has followed since then. 
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Furthermore, he had not only courage in the face of pressure of secular factors, but even raised a 

voice of opposition to the coward and apostate attitude of the Ecumenical Patriarchate. 

 

 

 


